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CAD and 3D Modeling Solutions
Experienced professionals bring you high-quality 
AEC CAD solutions for large to medium sized projects. 
We have delivered over 80,000 successful projects 
and cater to the hospitality, commercial, 
infrastructure and residential sectors.
 Discover more



Architecture & Engineering Services
	 [image: Construction Drawings]Breathe life into your ideas with precise and detailed interior and exterior construction drawings, including floor plans, sections & elevations, electrical plans and code compliance checks.
Construction Documentation


	 [image: Millwork Engineering]Save costs with detailed and precise millwork shop drawings and 2D millwork drafting. Our SolidWorks modeling gives you 3D views with sub-assemblies and parts, cut lists and part drawings, and CNC drawings.
Millwork Engineering


	 [image: 3D Rendering & VR]Ignite your clients’ imaginations with photorealistic 3D exterior & interior renderings, product & furniture renderings, walkthroughs, flythroughs, interactive floor plans, and interactive 360 views. We can produce 100 renderings per week if a retainer is set up. 
3D Rendering & VR


	 [image: Tile & Stone Shop Drawings]Communicate your ideas clearly with detailed stone shop drawings, metal shop drawings and tile shop drawings. Drawing elements include cover sheet, schedules and index, individual plans and elevations, enlarged and part details, and transition details.
Shop Drawings


	 [image: BIM]Streamline your processes with scan to BIM, Revit modeling, BIM clash detection, BIM consulting, BIM training and BIM family creation. We can use Revit families or model in place as you require. 
BIM


	 [image: CAD Conversion]CAD conversion services using both AutoCAD and Revit for railway, facility management, utilities, architectural companies and developers. Conversion types include Sketch to CAD, PDF to CAD, 2D to 3D, Image to CAD, CAD to Revit.
CAD Conversion
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End-to-end architectural support services backed by relevant experience and the latest tools. 

Request a quote



The BluEnt Advantage
	
 24/7 support

 On-site resource 
availability

 Decades of 
experience

 80,000+ successful 
projects

	
 Three-step quality 
check process

 Quick turnaround

 Custom pricing 
plans

 Latest tools 
and software





Whom do we help?
Our focus is on large to medium-sized commercial, hospitality, infrastructure, government, and residential projects. We serve companies across the US, Canada, UK, New Zealand, Australia, the Netherlands and the Middle East.

	BIM and Library Creation
Commercial architects, general contractors, design build contractors, engineers, and mechanical and electrical subtraders.


	CD Sets and Drafting
Architectural firms, retail chains, homebuilders, engineering companies, facility management companies, leasing companies, and telecom/wireless data companies.


	Shop Drawings
Window, curtain wall, ceiling & railing manufacturers, metal contractors, millwork shops, casework companies, flooring, sheet metal & stone manufacturers and installers, and engineering companies.


	3D Rendering & Animation
Furniture retailers & manufacturers, eCommerce platforms, kitchen & bath installers, homebuilders, real estate developers, remodelers and design build contractors.
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Portfolio
See how we’ve helped other businesses like yours! If something catches your eye, we will be happy to do similar work for you. At BluEntCAD, each project is an opportunity to create successful solutions for our clients.
 Explore now



Our Clients
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Browse our distinguished client list. Reach out to us if you would like to know more about how we helped them!
Case Studies








Happy customers are the 
greatest business success.
Hear what our clients have to say.
 Discover Clients Speak
[image: quote mark]
Ariel Cui Architect AKA Insight 
Allegra’s appreciation and gratitude for the outstanding work that each one of you has put into AKA Revit Project, by working together, supporting one another, and leveraging each of our unique skills. Allegra has recognized the significant improvement we achieved in the latest pricing set of 2201 using our updated template, with an increased level of precision and attention to detail. Thank you for your remarkable efforts. I have no doubt that we will continue to surpass expectations in all our future project

Brett Landis Construction
I want to say how impressed I was the model Isha & Abdul presented to us on the Shalleck_KLein Project. Truly exceptional !

Cynthia – Project Coordinator Capozzi Design Group
You are amazing! Thank you!

Christopher Flippo Booms Stone Company
All drawings received were great value for the money. The drawings for MSGCU project needed a bit of revision at first, however, the end result was satisfactory.

Thank you for the great service and I look forward to working with your team for many more projects to come.

David Dalgleish – Estimator Terlin Construction
I am very happy to work with BluEnt and all of your team members. All of the drawings I receive are well detailed and I appreciate the thought and effort that goes into our drawings. Other companies I’ve worked with simply “copy and paste” the drawings and that does not work. Your team goes the extra to alter and update the drawings to reflect products that actually work and represent what will be manufactured. Thank you everyone for all the hard work that you provide to Terlin Construction and our millwork shop drawings.

Christopher Thomas – Marketing Manager Hyde Homes
You all did awesome thanks. We are extremely delighted with the turnout of everything you all rendered. Thank you again for being patient with our request and delivering such a great product.

Jeremy Harrison – Draughting Technician Stonewood Homes Limited
The team at BluEnt has over the past year helped provide us with a service that has turned our draughting team here in Christchurch NZ into a team that can really provide the goods! No challenge is too big for BluEnt, and over the coming years we hope we can build on this great service they provide us with.

Well done, the BluEnt team!

Nick Weimer – Product Manager Beazer Homes
Beazer Homes USA Inc. is one of the top 10 national homebuilders, with over 130,000 new homes to their credit. Beazer builds single-family homes, town homes and condominiums that meet and exceed ENERGY STAR requirements. BluEnt and Beazer have together long been associated in construction documentation. On the occasion of BluEntBIM’s 10th anniversary, Nick Weimer shared his wonderful experiences with BluEnt and BluEnteers.

Oscar E. Coscio – President Houstonian Development Co.
Over the last two years, BluEnt has produced our CAD architectural needs and website design in the most professional and enjoyable manner. “No” did not exist in their vocabulary. They were always ready to tackle our changing and pressing needs with a gracious can-do attitude. Sleeping was easy in the knowledge that, the next morning, BluEnt would have the needed drawings and corrections on our desk.

Nick Verderame AMICI TERRAZZO LLC
Working with your team is always #5 Perfect. Your team is very understanding of the always demanding construction industry and the changes that an architect always wants to change at the last minute. Thanks for all your Teams help with our projects.
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Solutions
	For Home Builders
	For Millwork Manufacturers
	For Architects
	For Interior Designers



Software & Platforms
	Revit Software
	Chief Architect
	SolidWorks



Locations
	United States (US)
	Canada
	United Kingdom (UK)
	Netherlands
	India
	Australia
	New Zealand
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Stay in the know with our newsletter
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Contact Now  Connect with us!

Let's Talk Fixed form
Let's Talk

	

	Full Name:*

	E-mail* 

	Phone:

	How can we help you?*

	Services We Offer*	  3D Rendering & VR
	  Construction Drawings
	  Millwork Engineering
	  Tile & Stone Shop Drawings
	  Metal Shop Drawings
	  Building Information Modeling
	  CAD Conversion



	Subscribe to Newsletter	  Yes



	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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  We use cookies on this site to enhance your user experience. By clicking the Accept button, you agree to us doing so. Learn more about BluEnt's privacy policy

RejectAccept



Privacy & Cookies Policy
   Close Privacy Overview
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Non-necessary   Non-necessary

 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.
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